Abstract-The much-eventful twentieth century is often termed as 'the American
INTRODUCTION
Humanity has gone through tremendous turmoils an d transformation, specifically in the twentieth century. Such makeover in accepted wisdom has produced individuals who do not conform to collective sensibilities. The end result is that the narrative in English is no more a generalised trend or feature especially since World War II. It has become variegated and multifaceted, therefore, even broad generalizations as literary critics are accustomed to doing, like Modern, Post-modern; Structural, Post-structural; Colonial, Post-colonial seem to have narrow precincts and are unable to carry the width and variety of narration. In addition to that, the narration has been vitalized by international currents such as European existentialism, Latin American magical realism. Commonwealth literature and particularly the writers of Indian origin are incessantly trying to make a strong niche for themselves on the English literary scene. On the other hand, the electronic era has made the global village an actuality, the spoken word on television has given new life to oral belief and with the world-wide web, writing has become all the more universal as it instantly influences and is influenced. Translation has become a vital tool to reach the cultural, educational and literary interiors and by-lanes of the globe. But by looking at such diversified patterns of English literature, one is not belittling or trivializing recent literature. Today writers in the world, especially in the United States are asking grave questions, many of them related to the very existence of humanity, the positioning of humans in the universe. Metaphysical queries have become frequent occurring in literature. Writers have become highly inventive and novel and self-awareness has crept in their sensibilities. Many a times, they find traditional modes unproductive and seek liveliness in more widely trendy material. To put it another way, modernist restructurings of point of view no longer meet their requirements rather they are looking for special type of sensibilities which are termed as post-modern sensibilities. Differentiating Post-modern from Modern, Richard Allen writes: "Perhaps the most significant feature of postmodernist thought concerns the limitations on human knowledge of truth and reality, and the realm of uncertainty into which those restrictions place us…Post-modernism distinguishes itself from modernism largely in terms of tone, audience and political orientation. These are the fundamental questions which have persistently appeared in Malamud fiction. Throughout his life, as a human, a writer as well as a teacher, he has been fighting within himself to find an answer to these pertinent queries. Both as a novelist and a short story writer, Malamud, gifted as a genuine writer, has been unflaggingly dedicated to his craft but even his whole life has not been sufficient for this assignment, as he spoke about it at length in a talk: "I don't regret the years I put into my work.
Perhaps I regret the fact that I was not two men, one who could live a full life apart from writing; and one who lived in art, exploring all he had to experience and know how to make his work right; yet not regretting that he had put his life into the art of perfecting the work" 5 Perhaps Noman Podhoretz is very right when he sums up the author, "His work, when it is good− which sufficiently often it is− seems a kind of miracle, an act of spiritual autonomy, perfect enough to persuade us that the possibility of freedom from the determining of history and sociology still exists." 6 If Malamud is critical of the milieu, at the same time, he indicates towards the inane goodness of man and his desire to be better placed than his present lot but he can succeed only if he kills his enemy within in the form of greed and selfishness and then, of course, society can do little to thwart his goodness.
II. CONCLUSION
Cultural battles and diverse conflicts have been fought through ethnic American literature, the prominent among them being Jewish American literature. Yet, individualism and multiculturalism of writers have ensured that the canon is a part of the wider sea of world cultures and literatures.
